
NanoRelease Food Additive – Steering Committee Call 6 
July 11, 2012, 9AM EDT (60 minutes) 

Call Minutes 
 
Participants: Steve Roberts, Annette McCarthy, Alessandro Chiodini, Rick Canady, Don Forsyth, David 
Lefebvre, Mark Perry, Kelly McVearry, Michael Hansen, Tom Neltner, Tim Duncan, Libby Tsytsikova 
 
Call Agenda 
 
1) Approval of last call minutes  
 

a. Steering Committee members are asked to voice any objections to the call minutes within one 
week (by July 18th, 2012). If no objections are received, the minutes will be marked as approved 
and will be posted on the public website. 

 
2) Project Timeline 
 

a. It is noted that the project is a bit behind schedule according to the timeline document, but 
we are still aiming for a November 2012 workshop, at which time the Task Groups will present 
white papers (not finalized but substantial in content). 
 
b. A key next step is to assemble a State of the Science Team (SOST) – a group of authors to 
write the state-of-the-science report as informed by the Task Groups throughout the project 
and during the workshop. It is very important at this time to identify potential authors. We had 
suggestions last time for where to look, but no specific names. 

 
Action item: Task Force (NFTF) of ILSI Europe will have a call next week – Alessandro 
Chiodini of ILSI Europe will ask for SOST author suggestions, but needs a document 
including back ground information, tasks for the authors, projected timeline for the 
authors, etc. 

 
3) Decision Matrix & Statement of Purpose 
 

a. Final versions of the Decision Matrix and relevant Statement of Purpose are approved and will 
be posted on the public website (are already on Sharepoint internal website). 
 
b. Members express ambiguity towards the final outcome of the Decision Matrix, have reviewed 
the Nanomaterials Discussion Minutes document and find it ambiguous/difficult to follow in 
regards to the exact outcomes/steps forward. 
 

Note: the Nanomaterials Discussion Minutes are approved/finalized as attached, but the 
document to be drafted (Action Item below) must address further certain concerns that 
members have raised, such as issue of solubility – discussion of this issue will incorporate 
past statements on solubility from SC members who commented. 

 
The votes of the Decision Matrix identified nanomaterials with certain characteristics that may 
help in supporting methods development. We will arrange the listing in tiers as starting material 



for TG1, however it is up to TG1 to identify nanomaterial characteristics that are key to methods 
development. 
 

Action item: Rick, Nancy, Libby will create a separate document* summarizing the 
outcomes of the Decision Matrix. To be discussed/approved on the next SC call (July 
25th). 

 
*In drafting this document, we must note that this decision process for nanomaterials focus is 
different from the NanoRelease Consumer Products strategy (in which the tiered process chose 
based on importance of nanomaterials for project focus), whereas our tiers will order 
characteristics of importance based on the votes on nanomaterials in the Decision Matrix. Need 
to be explicit with these points in the document to be drafted. 

 
4) Task Groups 
 

a. TG Cochairs Call 
The potential and confirmed Task Group Co-Chairs (of all TGs) had a group call on July 3rd to 
discuss the scope, intentions, and directions of the project, as well as their roles/time 
commitments. We lost one potential co-chair after this call, but all others gained a better 
understanding of the project moving forward. 
 
b. White Paper Outlines – preliminary outlines for TG1-3 outlines, SC members will review and 
send back comments prior to the July 25th SC call. 
 
Member comments that the TG3 outline needs more detail on in vivo vs. in vitro vs. in silico 
models (Tox21). In vitro also has several types. 

 
Action item: Libby will include a follow-up reminder to review this document – ask for 
comments before July 25th for consolidation prior to the July 25th SC call. 

 
c. Status of TG membership 
TG Co-Chairs are all set except for TG5 (see proposal to combine TG4/5 below). TG members are 
pending (as seen in status of membership document), but many of those marked ‘pending’ have 
in fact shown significant interest and will most likely be joining us within the next week or so. 
 
Recent IFT presentations have identified the following relevant experts (via T.Neltner) 

o Prabar Dutta presented on how food gets processed (sampling, modeling canal with 
respect to nanoparticles) 

o Mengshi Lin from Missouri dealt with SiO2 saying it is not nano in food but becomes 
nano in the intestine. 
(Both of these experts may be good for TG3 and maybe TG2. Experts may not be able to 
share research data, but will be valuable in expert input/opinions.) 

 
  Action item: Libby will invite these two experts to join us for TG3, and optionally for TG2. 
 

d. Proposal to combine TG4/5 
Due to much of the content of TG4 and TG5 being related/overlapping and synergistic (the goal 
is measurement techniques), we propose to combine TG4 and TG5. Current TG4 cochairs agree 



this makes sense and have no objections. TG5 does not have cochairs at this time, although 
some experts are still pending invitation. 
 

Action item: SC approves the merging of TG4 and TG5, Rick will draft a white paper 
outline for TG4/5, to be further discussed/approved on the next SC call July 25th. 

 
e. Initiate TG calls 
TG calls will begin within the next 2 weeks, probably before our next SC call. The very first call 
will be simply orientations to the members of the Task Groups to introduce the project (share 
the draft outlines subject to further comment from the SC). The following calls will be more 
substantial (likely webinars) in which members will be asked to begin filling in the reference lists 
and drafting sections of the white paper. 
Thus, each TG will have the following two upcoming calls: 
 1) General orientations (including potential/unconfirmed members) 
 2) Webinars to share info and begin outline drafting 

 
5) State of the Science Authors 
 

a. Ideal experts for SOST 
These would be experts in mid-career who have significant experience, have served on 
committees or academies, have done substantial research, preferably have experience with 
policy landscape but are also in the depths of doing research. These experts may not have time 
for the Task Groups detailed work, but are available to write such a synthesis report for the 
project. 
 
b. Representation across stakeholders 
We need enough authors in order to represent NGO, academic, industry, and government. Thus, 
the minimum is 4, and more than 6 may create difficulty in terms of writing a document of that 
nature (synthesis/review of the state of the science). 
 
Examples: Andrew Maynard, Mike Taylor (unavailable), Jim Bridges (SCENIHR). 
 
Member points out that if any key individual expresses lack of time at this time, they can be 
invited at a later date to review a more final draft of state-of-the-science document, thus 
serving as a first level peer-reviewer.  
 
Member suggests that it would be useful to have a public interest perspective – identifies name 
Jen Sass (?). Anyone on SC or TGs is welcome to be invited as an SOS author as well. 

 
Action item: Develop list of experts to be considered as SOS authors OR first level peer-
reviewers. (Rick, Steve, Annette). To be discussed at the next SC Call July 25th. 
Action item: Put out a call to the confirmed members to see if anyone is interested, ask 
TGs for SOS nominations including self-nominations. 

 
6) Intro to Workshop 
 

a. Date anticipated for 2nd or 3rd week of November, depending on status of white paper 
drafting. 



 
 b. Pew Charitable Trusts has kindly offered to host our workshop in Washington, DC. 
 
 c. Draft Agenda 

A draft agenda has been created as attached in the relevant materials for this call. This agenda is 
subject to change in the coming months depending on preferences of the SC members, the TG 
members, the TG white papers, and so on. 
 
Members suggest that we think about not having all of the presentations in a row as this may be 
more of a waste of a time rather than a good use of the time and task groups work. Try to 
reconsider potential ways to avoid the sequential presentation of TGs. 
 
Reflecting on NanoRelease Consumer Products (a parallel, similar project), the agenda order 
came through very well and resulted in good questions/feedback. The presentations did serve to 
motivate TGs to get work done, and the feedback was useful and direct in any gaps the TG 
findings may have. 
 
Members discussed whether the SOST presentations should come before or after the TG 
presentations. SOST will be earlier in process of their report and will be absorbing specific 
information from the TGs, thus reflecting on the TG information via their own 
presentation/discussion. 
 
Breakout sessions on Day 1 are absolutely necessary. Breakout session report backs are tricky 
and can either have a lot of discussion or very little discussion. As we get closer to the workshop 
and develop breakout charges, we need to keep in mind the best way to structure the report 
outs as they are very important. The key for breakout sessions themselves is to either have 
overlapping questions or very specific couple of questions for each session, with strong chairs 
and rapporteurs for each session. 

 
7) Final Questions/Comments 
 
 a. What constitutes a quorum for as an SC in making decisions? 

Operation by consensus is best, any concerns must be addressed. Members from industry and 
public interest request that if they are at any time absent, decisions should be put on hold. 

 
Action item: Rick and Libby will draft a document to answer this question, to be 
approved/addressed on the next call July 25th. Draft a list of stakeholder groups with list 
of names for each group from the SC - agency, industry, academic, public interest are 
the four categories that need to be represented by at least 1 SC member on each call for 
decision making. In addition, the decision of whether the quorum is reached is in the 
hands of the chairs of the SC (Annette McCarthy & Steve Roberts). 
 
SC members approve this method as described thus far, and will have final 
approval/changes on the next call, once the document is drafted. 

 
b. Action item: Set up individual calls with FDA, USDA (Hongda), Health Canada, etc. – Rick, 
Libby, Nancy. 
 



c. All upcoming SC calls (as occurring once every two weeks) will be changed from 90 minutes to 
60 minutes. Once the calls become monthly again (when TGs are active), we will go back to 90 
minutes if necessary. 

 
c. Libby will send out follow-ups to this call including all reminders for SC members with 
deadlines as described above. 

 


